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Abstract: Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is a vital technique, collecting
data from both the energy and momentum of photoemitted electrons, and is indispensable for
investigating the electronic band structure of solids. This article provides a review on ARPES studies
of the electronic band structure of organic single crystals, including organic charge transfer conductors;
organic semiconductors; and organo-metallic perovskites. In organic conductors and semiconductors,
band dispersions are observed that are highly anisotropic. The Van der Waals crystal nature, the weak
electron wavefunction overlap, as well as the strong electron-phonon coupling result in many organic
crystals having indiscernible dispersion. In comparison, organo-metallic perovskite halides are
characterized by strong s-p orbitals from the metal and halide at the top of the valence bands, with
dispersions similar to those in inorganic materials.
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1. Introduction

Electronic band structure is essential to explain many physical properties of solids, and serves as
the foundation for understanding all solid-state devices. The formation of electronic bands is mainly
from the overlapping of the wavefunctions of the outermost electrons (valence electrons) of the atoms
and molecules. The total width of the occupied portion of the bands below the Fermi level is typically
in the order of 10 eV. The more tightly bound inner shell electrons have very narrow bands, because
they do not overlap to a large extent. The electronic band structure is itself a property of the crystal,
and as a result possesses the symmetry of the crystal [1].

A fundamental question of organic crystals is how the electronic properties of the material will be
determined by the molecular structure and the packing, which will have an effect on the transport
characteristics in devices [2–8]. The current understanding of this structure-property relationship is
restricted by a few factors. While the electronic structures of the organic molecules are usually very
sensitive to impurities and the morphology of the material, the properties derived from the device
measurements can be influenced by the fabrication procedure and device structure. It is hence vital to
explore the electronic structure directly on a pristine surface of a highly ordered system, such as ordered
thin films, or more ideally, single crystals. Therefore, the uncertainties caused by external sources
can be eliminated, and the intrinsic properties of the material can be understood comprehensively.
Organic single crystals are perfect systems with high material purity and crystallinity, both of which
are essential for electronic band structure studies that are of both fundamental and practical interest.
As the prototypical systems with the highest degree of order, organic single crystals can provide
valuable information on the contribution of the coherent band-like transport behavior in the charge
transport mechanism. They are also suitable test beds to examine the upper limit of the carrier mobility in the organic thin film devices for various applications.

One of the most suitable and widely used techniques to study the electronic structure of a material is photoemission spectroscopy (PES) [9]. Based on the photoelectric effect as explained by Einstein in 1905 [10], photoelectrons are created via the interaction between the irradiating photons and the sample. Shown in Figure 1a is the schematic of PES. The electrons are excited by the incident photons on the sample, and if the excited electrons have sufficient energy to escape to the vacuum, they can then be detected by an electron energy analyzer.

\[
E_{\text{e}} = h\nu - E_{\text{BE}} - \Phi
\]

where \(E_{\text{e}}\) is the kinetic energy of the photoemitted electron, \(h\nu\) is the photon energy, \(E_{\text{BE}}\) is the BE of the initial state of the electron with respect to the Fermi level, and \(\Phi\) is the work function of the material.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a photoemission experiment. The electrons are excited by the incident photons on the sample, then the excited electrons escape to the vacuum and are detected by an electron energy analyzer. (b) Schematic representation of photoemission spectroscopy (PES). The photoelectrons are excited from the occupied energy levels, including the valence bands as well as the core-level states. Additionally, secondary electrons excited by the photoelectrons that define the vacuum level cutoff are shown. (c) Photoemission geometry and relation of the electron wave vectors in vacuum (\(K\)) and in solid (\(k\)). Note that only the parallel momentum component is conserved.

In a simple model which does not show any energy loss during the photoemission process, the total energy must be conserved. It suggests that the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons equals
the incident photon energy minus the initial binding energy (BE) of the corresponding bound electronic states. The relation can be expressed as follows [11]:

\[ E_K = h\nu - E_B - \Phi \]  

(1)

where \( E_K \) is the kinetic energy of the photoemitted electron, \( h\nu \) is the photon energy, \( E_B \) is the BE of the initial state of the electron with respect to the Fermi level, and \( \Phi \) is the work function of the material.

Photons with a known energy are applied to excite electrons out of the sample surface in a PES experiment. The kinetic energy and the momentum of the excited electrons can be measured by an electrostatic analyzer placed close to the surface. As indicated in Figure 1b, in the schematic representation of PES, the photoelectrons are from the occupied energy levels, including the valence bands (VB) and the core-level states which correspond to the closed atomic shells. Moreover, shown schematically in Figure 1b are secondary electrons excited by the photoelectrons that define the vacuum level cutoff [12].

Another significant aspect of PES is its surface sensitivity. For this surface analytic tool, the photoexcited electrons are used as the probing particles which have a strong interaction with the solid, leading to a relatively short escape distance, known as the mean free path (MFP). The MFP is the average distance that the particles can travel between inelastic collisions. It strongly depends on the kinetic energy of the photoelectron and is relatively independent of the materials [13]. The thickness of a monolayer is material dependent, typically ranging from 0.2–0.4 nm. It is noticed that, within the energy range of interest, which is between 10 to 2000 eV, the MFP is in the order of only 1–10 monolayers, depending on the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons.

In a photoemission process, not only the energy but also the momentum can be observed. The energy band dispersion \( E(k) \) of a crystalline sample can be obtained if the momentum of the photoelectrons is also measured in addition to the kinetic energy with an angle-resolved electron energy analyzer. This technique is named as angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [14,15].

Figure 1c is the photoemission geometry and the relation of the electron wave vectors in vacuum (\( K \)) and in solid (\( k \)). The final states in the solid can be assumed as the free-electron-like dispersion, and the energy of the excited electrons before escaping the surface is:

\[ E_k = \frac{\hbar^2 k^2}{2m^*} + V_0 \]  

(2)

where \( m^* \) is the effective mass of the photoexcited electron in the final state, \( k \) is the electron wave vector in solid, \( V_0 \) is the potential step to overcome by the photoexcited electron to leave the surface. When the electrons escape the surface into the vacuum, the measured kinetic energy \( E_k \) is described by the following expression:

\[ E_k = \frac{\hbar^2 K^2}{2m_0} = \frac{\hbar^2 (K_\parallel^2 + K_\perp^2)}{2m_0} \]  

(3)

where \( m_0 \) is the free electron mass, \( K_\parallel \) and \( K_\perp \) are the surface normal and parallel components of the wave vector \( K \) in vacuum, respectively. If the emission angle with respect to the surface normal is \( \theta \), then the two components are:

\[ K_\parallel = K \sin \theta; \ K_\perp = K \cos \theta \]  

(4)

Note in Figure 1c that the parallel momentum component is conserved (\( k_\parallel = K_\parallel \)), while the perpendicular momentum component is not (\( k_\perp \neq K_\perp \)). Thus, the surface parallel and normal components of the momentum of the photoexcited electron in the solid can be expressed as:

\[ \hbar k_\parallel = \sqrt{2mE_k} \cdot \sin \theta \]  

(5)

\[ \hbar k_\perp = \sqrt{2m(E_k \cos^2 \theta - V_0)} \]  

(6)
where $m$ can be taken as $m_0$ if the final state is of high enough energy. The band dispersions along with the $k_\parallel$ or the $k_\perp$ direction of the sample can be measured by varying the emission angle $\theta$ or the incident photon energy to tune the electron kinetic energy $E_k$. The choice of the steps ($\Delta \theta$) is critical, since the size of the Brillouin Zone (BZ) of organic single crystals is relatively small.

To obtain the perpendicular component $k_\perp$, one needs to know the value of the potential step $V_0$. Initially treated as a fitting parameter [16], experimental techniques have been developed to determine its value experimentally, by looking at the emission intensity at the band center and edges where the density of states is high [8]. To simplify the matter, it is often done with the initial state from a flat band; thus, there will be a spectral maxima corresponding to the critical points of the upper final states that is nearly free-electron like and parabolic. $V_0$ can then be obtained using Equation (1) while the effective mass is taken to be that of the free electron one, as the photon energy is usually high enough to excite the photoelectrons to a high lying final state where the nearly free-electron parabolic dispersion is a good approximation. It is typically done by measuring the ARPES normal to the surface as a function of the photon energy. Another way is by injecting low energy electrons perpendicularly to the surface, and measuring the transmitted electron current as a function of the incident electron energy (low-energy-electron transmission (LEET)) [8].

Typical photon sources for ARPES are He lamp and synchrotron light source [9]. A He lamp is a laboratory based light source emitting photons at fixed energies (He I at $h\nu = 21.2$ eV, and He II at $h\nu = 40.8$ eV). When a He lamp is used as the light source in photoemission spectroscopy, the technique is often referred to as ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), and when combined with angular resolution, the technique is then called angle-resolved UPS or ARUPS. However, in this article, we use ARPES instead, as it is more widely observed in the literature. The fixed photon energy of He lamp source does not allow for free selection of the final state, and only $k_\parallel$ can be precisely determined.

A synchrotron light source is much more versatile with adjustable monochromatic photon energies, and is indispensable to reach the whole BZ or to determine the value of $V_0$. The advantage of the He lamp is that it can readily be used in a laboratory environment, as opposed to a synchrotron light source that is typically only found at an expensive facility shared by many users and involves significantly more resources.

The electron energy analyzer is typically based on deflection by a transverse electrostatic field [9]. An advanced one is equipped with a position sensitive electron detector that allows the simultaneous collection of data within an energy window and an angular distribution perpendicular to the direction of the energy dispersion. Another more recent development is angle resolved time of flight (ARTOF) electron energy analyzer, whose energy resolution is deduced from the flying time of the emitted photoelectrons. The technique requires a pulsed photon source due to the basic principle of ARTOF, namely measurement of the flying time of an electron from a sample to the detector, and allows simultaneous collection of a 3-dimensional set of data containing the whole range of the kinetic energies of the photoelectrons, as well as the $k_\parallel$-band structure using a position sensitive electron detector [9].

The studies on the electronic structure of organic charge transfer materials date back to the 1960s [17]. In the past few decades, research and development on organic materials and devices have grown rapidly. Compared to their inorganic counterparts, organic materials have advantages, including a wide range of the electronic and mechanical properties, such as flexibility, solubility, and tunable energy band gaps through chemical synthesis. It is thus possible to tailor the molecules in order to satisfy the specific requirements. Another attractive feature for organic molecules rises from the nature of molecular bonding. In contrast to the hard and relatively robust inorganic semiconductors that are covalently bonded, in organic solids, the interaction between the molecules is typically van der Waals [18]. Therefore, organic molecules are typically soft and fragile, which grants them the ability to be applied over large areas and to a wide variety of substrates, including mechanically flexible ones. Some mechanical properties have received lots of attention in recent years, as the researchers seek wider applications of the organic crystals. For example, the bending of organic crystals is important because they have major implications for the processing and handling of materials in
industry [19]. Understanding the relationship among mechanical properties, crystal structure and tableting behavior helps to show the essence of structure based assessment of mechanical properties of organic crystals. Arkhipov et al. observed the plasticity of L-Leucinium hydrogen maleate crystals preserved at cryogenic temperatures [20]. The modifications and predictions of solubility of the organic crystals were reported by Zhang et al. and Nicoud et al. respectively [21,22]. Furthermore, the simple processing nature of organic materials provides great potential for low-cost mass production. For example, most of the small organic molecules can be evaporated at relatively low temperatures [23].

A substantial amount of ARPES measurements have been carried out on highly ordered organic monolayers or a few layers grown on non-reactive substrates [8,24–43]. There has been a comprehensive review on these ARPES measurements [8]. Band dispersion has been observed, that provides important insights on the charge transfer properties of organic crystals, and is especially valuable for understanding devices typically fabricated in the form of thin films. However, it also became apparent, that as the ordered structure can only be gained for a monolayer or a few layers, the influence from the interface interaction may not be completely excluded. Furthermore, the structure of the organic layers may differ from the bulk and may even be layer dependent [2]. Besides the experimental techniques like APRES, computational analyses also play an important role in the study of organic crystals. Significant work using computational techniques on organic materials has generated important insights on the band structures and electronic properties of these materials [44–53]. To avoid these complications, ARPES measurements on a well-prepared single crystal surface are necessary. This article aims to review ARPES studies of the electronic band structure of organic single crystals, many of which are charge transfer ones. As ARPES work on the electronic structures of crystalline organic thin films have been comprehensively reviewed by Ueno et al. [8,43], it will not be covered in this article. Another important ARPES application for imaging organic molecular orbitals instead of mapping the electronic band will also not be included here [54].

2. Organic Charge Transfer Conductors

One of the organic charge transfer crystals first studied with ARPES is a bis(ethylenedithio)-tetraethylfulvalene (BEDT-TTF) derivative, α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 [55]. It undergoes a metal-to-insulator transition at 135 K [56], but the β phase has a superconducting ground state, Tc = 1.5 K [57]. These facts make (BEDT-TTF)2I3 suitable for studies of the relationship between the crystal structure and electronic properties. The crystal is triclinic with the unit cell described by a = 9.211 Å, b = 10.850 Å, c = 17.488 Å, α = 96.95°, β = 97.97°, and γ = 90.75° [58]. The ARPES investigation was on in situ cleaved single crystals [55].

Shown in Figure 2 are ARPES spectra of the valence-band regime of an α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 crystal recorded in normal emission, with different photon energies in the range 21–150 eV [55]. The spectra in this figure are normalized to the same height for visual clarity. Eight peaks labeled A–H can be seen in the valence-band regime shown in Figure 2, having binding energies between 1.2 and 10.9 eV relative to the Fermi level. The binding energies (BE) for peaks A–H are 1.2, 2.1, 3.4, 4.1, 5.7–6.0, 7.6, 9.6, and 10.9 eV, respectively. All peaks exist in the spectra except the peak D, which reduces to a shoulder when the excitation photon energy is greater than 70 eV or less than 25 eV. Within the experimental resolution, all peak BEs are independent of the exciting photon energy except that of peak E, whose dependence on the photon energy does not seem to be random. When the photon energy decreases from 150 eV to 50 eV, the peak shape changes gradually. Combined with the shift of the peak position when the photon energy is decreased below 70 eV, it is reasonable to expect that the peak consists of two closely lying structures. The change of the peak shape and the BE can be interpreted as the structure with the lowest binding energy dominating at photon energies above 70 eV, and the other structure is seen as a shoulder on the high BE side of the dominating structure. The structure with higher BE is dominating at lower photon energies, while the other is not identified when photon energies are below 30 eV. The ARPES data presented in Figure 2 gave no support for dispersing bands in the Γ-Z (kz) direction. Angle-resolved measurements along the a and b axis also gave no evidence that the structures closest
to the Fermi level have any dispersion in the highly conducting plane. An upper limit of about 0.25 eV for the dispersion is set by the experiment [55]. The most probable explanations for the lack of any dispersion and the lack of a sharp Fermi edge despite \( \alpha-(\text{BEDT-TTF})_2\text{I}_3 \) showing metallic transport properties are correlation effects or the calculated narrow-gap semiconductor band structure [55].

Figure 2. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) photoemission spectra of \( \alpha-(\text{BEDT-TTF})_2\text{I}_3 \) obtained in normal emission, with photon energies between 21 and 150 eV. Different structures in the valence band regime are labeled A to H and marked with tick marks in the spectra. The spectra are normalized to the same height. From Ref. [55] with permission.

Substantial band dispersion has been observed in other organic charge transfer conductors [59,60]. Tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ) is classified as an organic charge transfer conductor with a quasi-one-dimensional mixed valency segregated stack [60]. The incomplete charge transfer of 0.59 electrons from TTF to TCNQ causes the mixed valency in TTF-TCNQ. The ARPES measurements of single crystals were performed in the normal metallic state, i.e., above the charge density wave (CDW) transition temperature of 54 K for TTF-TCNQ [60]. TTF-TCNQ crystallizes in a monoclinic structure (Figure 3), space group \( P2_1/c \), with lattice parameters \( a = 12.298 \) Å, \( b = 3.819 \) Å, \( c = 18.468 \) Å, and \( \beta = 104.46^\circ \) [61]. The segregated TTF and TCNQ stacks run along the crystallographic \( b \) direction. The molecular planes are tilted by 24.5° (TTF) and 34.0° (TCNQ), with opposite signs regarding \( b \) around \( a \). The two types of chains alternate along \( a \) but not along \( c \). There are two TTF (TCNQ) chains with opposite tilting angles of the molecules within a unit cell, which leads to a herringbone type of arrangement.
Figure 3. Crystal structure of tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ). $\theta_F$ and $\theta_Q$ indicate the tilt angles of the planar TTF and TCNQ molecules, respectively, relative to the ac plane. Additionally shown is the monoclinic Brillouin zone with its high symmetry points. From Ref. [60] with permission.

The ARPES spectra of TTF-TCNQ are depicted in Figure 4 [60]. It shows angle-resolved measurements along the $\Gamma Z$ direction, i.e., along the one-dimensional b axis, while data measured perpendicular to b was recorded and presented in the series of the right-hand panel. At the $\Gamma$ point, two peaks are observed at around 0.19 eV (marked a in Figure 4) and 0.54 eV (marked b), respectively. From Figure 4, one can use dashed lines as a guide to the eye to track the dispersion of the two features, both approaching the Fermi energy at an angle around 7°. Two other features can be identified. Feature d seems to be split off feature b at the $\Gamma$ point, and shifts to higher binding energy region with increasing angles, while feature c disperses away from the Fermi energy starting at an angle of about 7°. A completely different behavior is observed from data measured perpendicular to b in the right-hand panel. No dispersion is observed essentially, if one tracks peaks a and b again as a function of emission angle starting with the spectrum at the $\Gamma$ point. The conspicuous dispersions along the one-dimension direction clearly show the long-distance order and substantial wave function overlap. On the other hand, these, along with the lack of any dispersion perpendicular to the 1D axis, truly reflect the electronic 1D character of the TTF-TCNQ surfaces [59]. A one-dimensional Hubbard model can be used to reconcile the observation of the dispersion [62]. Therefore, the data provides evidence for spin-charge separation where feature a represents the spinon and feature b the holon branch of the excitation spectrum [62].
3. Organic Semiconductors

The interest in organic electronics was boosted with the discovery of conducting polymers in the early 1980s, which earned Alan Heeger, Alan MacDiarmid, and Hideki Shirakawa the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000 [63], and was further stimulated when organic light-emitting diodes with quantum efficiencies attractive for consideration in real applications [64,65]. Rubrene is a tetraphenyl derivative of tetracene and has been shown by Podzorov et al. to have a field-induced hole mobility of over 15 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ at room temperature, with a novel device structure [66,67]. The molecular and crystal structure of rubrene are presented in Figure 5 [68]. Rubrene crystals are of the orthorhombic pyramidal point group with a well-developed face in (001) direction (a–b plane) and the slow-growing axis (c-axis) is normal to the top surface. Inside the crystal the rubrene molecules are in a lying down phase with long axes all embedded in the a–b plane. Figure 5b shows the reciprocal lattice of the rubrene single crystal unit cell, where the $\Gamma X$, $\Gamma Y$ and $\Gamma M$ direction corresponds to the a-axis, b-axis and the diagonal direction, respectively.
Figure 5. (a) Illustration of the lattice parameters within the a-b plane of rubrene single crystal. The molecular structure of rubrene is also shown in the inset. (b) The reciprocal lattice of crystalline rubrene. ΓX, ΓY and ΓM correspond to the a, b and the diagonal crystalline direction, respectively. From Ref. [68] with permission.

Figure 6a–c respectively show the ARPES spectra of rubrene single crystal surface measured along the ΓX (a-axis), the ΓY (b-axis) and the ΓM (diagonal) directions, respectively, as a function of electron emission angle θ. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)-derived features are located at a binding energy of about 1 eV. An asymmetric line-shape can be observed at the Γ point (θ = 0°), which indicates a splitting of two peaks. The spectrum was fitted by Gaussian peaks after the careful subtraction of a polynomial background to confirm the presence of two HOMO-derived bands is shown in the inset of Figure 6b. It is clear that there are two peaks of HOMO feature in the ARPES spectra, HOMO-A at higher binding energy and HOMO-B at lower binding energy, separated by ~0.3 eV. Other organic molecules, such as pentacene, have also observed such splitting [69], which has been theoretically predicted, due to the presence of two nonequivalent molecules in the herringbone structure in a unit cell [70,71]. Taken with a higher resolution, Figure 6a displays that, as θ increases, both peaks move towards higher binding energy and reach the maxima at about 12°, which corresponds to the boundary of the first BZ in the ΓX direction (a-axis). However, the shifts for HOMO-A and HOMO-B are ~0.15 eV and 0.25 eV respectively, which are not identical. Both peaks start to shift back towards lower binding energy as θ is increased beyond the boundary of the first BZ, reaching the values measured at the Γ point. The other side of the Γ point (negative θ) also demonstrated similar behavior. These results indicate a symmetry around both the BZ boundaries and the Γ point. Interestingly, the spectra taken in ΓY direction (b-axis) seem to be quite different from obvious dispersion observed in ΓX direction. As shown in Figure 6b, the two HOMO-derived bands remain almost intact in terms of positions as well as intensities, which clearly indicates that the band dispersion of rubrene single crystal has a strong anisotropic behavior in the a–b plane of the unit cell. Finally, the ARPES measurements have also been conducted along the diagonal direction ΓM, as shown in Figure 6c. The result is similar to that of the ΓX direction, except that HOMO-A and HOMO-B have a slightly smaller dispersion of 0.15 eV and 0.23 eV, respectively.
Å apart (see b-axis in Figure 5a) in the ΓX direction. The spectra are plotted in binding energy relative to the Fermi level. The boundaries of the 1st Brillouin Zone are noted by arrows. The inset shows the peak decomposition of the HOMO feature at Γ point. The evolution of the HOMO-B along ΓX direction is noted by short bars. From Ref. [68] with permission.

The experimentally measured energy dispersion curve of the two HOMO-derived bands of rubrene single crystal are shown in Figure 7. The binding energy of HOMO-A and HOMO-B is plotted as a function of k// presented in the inset of Figure 6b, the momentum parallel to the sample surface, along the ΓX, ΓY and ΓM directions. The dashed lines represent the Γ point and the first BZ boundaries for all three directions. The data collected along ΓX direction show great symmetry at both the Γ point and the BZ boundary. A strong anisotropic dispersion in the a-b plane can be observed for both bands. For instance, the dispersion width of the lower binding energy HOMO-B can be estimated to be about 0.25 eV in the ΓX direction, while the dispersion width of the same peak is only 0.05 eV; almost negligible in the ΓY direction. The anisotropic behavior of the measured band dispersion in the a-b plane is consistent with the expectations from theoretical calculations [72,73], as well as the mobility measurement from the single crystal field effect transistors [74]. The rubrene crystal structure can speak to such anisotropic behavior. The rubrene molecules are stacked with a certain displacement along the long molecular axes in ΓX direction (a-axis in Figure 5a). From theoretical calculations, it has been showed that the stacking distance of the molecules coincides with the calculated extreme in the oscillation of the HOMO transfer integral [73], which provides an efficient overlapping of the π-orbitals, thereby larger band dispersion. On the other hand, the adjacent molecules are more than 14 Å apart (see b-axis in Figure 5a) in the ΓY direction, which avoids any possible π-overlapping, causing a very small dispersion width. Interestingly, the dispersion widths measured along the diagonal direction (ΓM) are very close to that of the ΓX direction for both bands. This indicates that, although it is difficult to perform the direct band transport along b-axis, the charges may still make their way through the diagonal direction. The second issue to note is that the dispersion widths of the two HOMO-derived bands are different. HOMO-B shows a larger dispersion width in all measured directions at lower binding energy. For example, the dispersion widths are estimated to be 0.25 eV and 0.15 eV for HOMO-B and HOMO-A in the ΓX direction, respectively. The theoretical calculations have also predicted the discrepancy in the dispersion width of the two bands [72,73].

Figure 6. Evolution of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) region in the rubrene ARPES spectra as a function of electron emission angle (θ) for single crystal rubrene along (a) ΓX, (b) ΓY, and (c) ΓM direction. The spectra are plotted in binding energy relative to the Fermi level. The boundaries of the 1st Brillouin Zone are noted by arrows. The inset shows the peak decomposition of the HOMO feature at Γ point. The evolution of the HOMO-B along ΓX direction is noted by short bars. From Ref. [68] with permission.
broad peak, which represented the non-dispersive feature induced by possible defects or impurities on experimental data beside that shown in Figure 7. The first attempt was fitting with another introduced boundary from the raw data shown in Figure 6. Several different ways have been tried to fit the experimental data beside that shown in Figure 7. The first attempt was fitting with another introduced broad peak, which represented the non-dispersive feature induced by possible defects or impurities on analyzer, and again, consistent results were observed [77]. There are two features at Γ point and BZ boundaries, as shown in Figure 6, which suggests that there are two HOMO-derived π-orbitals of the adjacent rubrene molecules than what was theoretically predicted. Finally, as required by symmetry, the two bands merge into one at the BZ boundaries in the theoretical calculations. However, this is not observed in the ARPES data. The spectra demonstrate a feature of distinguishable asymmetry in the HOMO region at the BZ boundaries, as shown in Figure 6, which suggests that there are two HOMO-derived features at this point. In fact, for pentacene thin film, it has been reported that similar discrepancies between the ARPES data and the theoretical calculations [69]. The origin of the observed discrepancies is poorly understood at this time. A similar ARPES experiment with practically identical spectra was reported, which deduced a different band structure by introducing band crossing [75,76].

The dashed lines in Figure 7 represent the band structure calculations from Ref. [72]. Although there are general similarities between the measured and calculated band dispersion, some significant differences can also be noted here. First of all, the measured energy splitting of the two bands is 0.3 eV at Γ point, almost twice of that in the density functional theory (DFT) calculation. In addition, the dispersion widths obtained from the ARPES measurements are smaller. In the ΓX direction, for instance, the maximum energy dispersion measured from the experimental data is 0.25 eV, which is significantly smaller than 0.32 eV from the theoretical prediction [72]. The smaller dispersion measured in the experiment may indicate a weaker interaction between the π-orbitals of the adjacent rubrene molecules than what was theoretically predicted. Finally, as required by symmetry, the two bands merge into one at the BZ boundaries in the theoretical calculations. However, this is not observed in the ARPES data. The spectra demonstrate a feature of distinguishable asymmetry in the HOMO region at the BZ boundaries, as shown in Figure 6, which suggests that there are two HOMO-derived features at this point. In fact, for pentacene thin film, it has been reported that similar discrepancies between the ARPES data and the theoretical calculations [69]. The origin of the observed discrepancies is poorly understood at this time. A similar ARPES experiment with practically identical spectra was reported, which deduced a different band structure by introducing band crossing [75,76].

Another measurement on single crystal rubrene was carried out with ARTOF electron energy analyzer, and again, consistent results were observed [77]. There are two features at Γ point and BZ boundary from the raw data shown in Figure 6. Several different ways have been tried to fit the experimental data beside that shown in Figure 7. The first attempt was fitting with another introduced broad peak, which represented the non-dispersive feature induced by possible defects or impurities on

Figure 7. Band dispersions of the two HOMO-derived bands of single crystal rubrene along (a) ΓX, (b) ΓY and (c) ΓM directions. The theoretical calculations from Ref. [61] are shown in the dashed lines. The solid curves are the dispersion obtained by analyzing the HOMO-B band using a simple tight-binding model. From Ref. [55] with permission.
the crystal surface. However, except that there was a slight increase in the separation between the two bands, the results of the analysis turned out to be the same. A third peak had to be introduced to complete the fitting if the two bands are overlapped intentionally at the BZ boundary. However, there would be two non-dispersive features as well as one dispersive feature with a bandwidth of 0.4 eV in this case [77].

A key factor to understand the transport properties of rubrene single crystal is the measured band dispersion curve. The solid line in Figure 7a represents a detailed analysis of the ARPES data, using a simple tight-binding (TB) model that has already been successfully used to explain band dispersion in organic materials [78–80]. The dispersion relation is then described by the following expression:

\[ E_B(k) = E_c - 2t \cos(ak) \]  

where \( t \) is the transfer integral, \( a \) is the lattice spacing of the corresponding direction, and \( E_c \) is the binding energy of the band center. The experimental data can be fitted very well by the TB model, as shown in Figure 7. The fitting produces a value of the transfer integral \( t \) of 0.06 eV, which is comparable to other organic single crystals [8,79]. For a broad band transport, the band width is much larger than \( k_B T \) (~30 meV), and the drift mobility of the hole is given by

\[ \mu = e\tau/m_h^* \]  

where \( m_h^* \) is the effective mass of the hole, and \( \tau \) is the relaxation time due to the scattering. Without degeneracy, the requirements of the uncertainty relation in the usual semiconductor theory can be expressed as

\[ \frac{3}{2} k_B T > \frac{\hbar}{\tau} = \frac{e\hbar}{m^* \mu} \]  

If the mobility \( \mu \) is in unit of \( \text{cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \), then Equation (9) implies that

\[ \frac{m^*}{m_0} \geq \frac{2}{3} \frac{e}{300} \frac{\hbar}{m_0 k_B T \mu} \approx \frac{20}{300} \frac{\mu}{T} \]  

where \( m_0 \) is the free electron mass [81,82]. Note that the above equations are only valid if \( m^*/m_0 \) is not too large, which means that bandwidth should be much larger than \( k_B T \). Equation (10) can be simplified for room temperature in the case of single crystal rubrene as

\[ \mu > 20 \frac{m_0}{m^*} \left( \text{cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \right) \]  

Hence, the estimation of the effective mass from the dispersion curve may be able to obtain the lower limit of the hole mobility. According to the fitting, the effective mass of HOMO-B band is derived to be 1.3 \( m_0 \) in the \( \Gamma X \) direction. This is in sharp contrast to the general picture of polaronic transport in normal organic materials, which is characterized by a dramatic enhancement of the effective mass as a result of strong coupling between the carriers and the local lattice deformation. The theoretical calculations and the infrared spectroscopy studies have also predicted the presence of the light holes [72]. The lower limit of the hole mobility can be estimated to be around 15 \( \text{cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \), based off the derived \( m_h^* \). This value is comparable to the results measured from the transistor experiment [66].

A major challenge to perform the photoemission measurements on organic single crystals is the charging effect induced by the limited conductivity in organic crystals of a few \( \mu \text{m} \) thick. The charging effect induced by the limited conductivity in organic crystals with a thickness of a few \( \mu \text{m} \) is a major challenge to conduct the photoemission measurements on organic single crystals. The illumination of the sample surface with visible light can solve this problem. The intensity of the light has been adjusted, so that the spectra obtained after UV exposure for two hours remain the same as that of the fresh
surface. Many other groups have also reported the increase of the conductivity under illumination in the transport measurements. Such an increase has been explained by the elimination of the carrier traps by the photo-excited charges [83,84].

Pentacene is one of the most well-studied organic semiconductor materials because of its high hole mobility of 1.5 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ in thin films and over 10 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ in single crystals, indicating that the transport mechanism should be considered as bandlike rather than intermolecular hopping [18,85,86]. The band structure of single crystal pentacene and a very similar material picene have been investigated with ARPES [85,87]. The molecular structure of pentacene is shown in Figure 8a, which can be taken as five benzene rings fused together side by side [85]. The anisotropic character of the crystal shape determines the orientation of the pentacene single crystal, as shown in Figure 8b [85]. Figure 8d shows the ARPES spectra of pentacene taken at RT, where the photoelectron emission angle was varied along the ΓM’ direction of pentacene (Figure 8c), which has theoretically predicted the widest energy dispersion [88]. The abscissa is taken on BE with respect to the Fermi level. In the surface BZ, the electron emission angles θ of 0° and ∼33° correspond to the points Γ and M’ respectively. In the BE range of 0.5–1.5 eV, spectral profiles show characteristic transformations with respect to θ, which are ascribed to the valence band (highest occupied states) of pentacene. At BEs <1 eV, two spectral components are resolved in close proximity to each other under the normal emission condition (θ = 0°). These components coalesce at around θ = 10°, split into two again by θ = 20°, and are further separated at larger θ by changing the emission angle. This variation reflects the energy dispersion of the valence bands of the pentacene.

Figure 8. (a) Molecular structure of pentacene. (b) Schematic illustration of the molecular arrangement and unit cell of the pentacene (001) surface with the typical parallelogram-shape. (c) Surface Brillouin zone of pentacene single crystal. The direction of the ARPES measurements is indicated by the gray arrow. (d) ARPES spectra of pentacene single crystal taken toward the Γ–M’ direction at RT. The vertical bars are guides for the eyes to indicate the peak positions of spectral components. The measurement geometry is illustrated in the inset. From Ref. [85] with permission.
Figure 9a demonstrates the $E-K_\parallel$ plane dispersion from the ARPES spectra in Figure 8d. It also shows that the electronic band structures are replicated as an undulation of the photoelectron intensity [85]. The shape of the valence-band structures revealed by ARPES measurements reproduces the theoretical prediction very well [88]. In Figure 9b, the $E-K_\parallel$ dispersion relations of the pentacene single crystal valence bands were mapped, and the energetic positions are determined by curve fitting of the individual ARPES spectra, corresponding to the respective $\theta$. There are three spectral components which are resolved from the spectra in the valence-band region at the $\Gamma$ point. The lower component of a dispersionless character may be attributed to the inelastic scattering of photo-electrons by impurities, while the upper two components are ascribed to the two valence bands originating from the HOMOs of the two pentacene molecules in the unit cell of pentacene [77]. A simple one-dimensional TB approximation can well reproduce the $E-K$ dispersion of the first and second bands. The VBM is located at the $M'$ point rather than $\Gamma$, which agrees with the theoretical work [88]. Notably, the trend of the present dispersion relation, namely, the expansion of the energy split of the two bands, is in contrast with that of the thin-film phase of pentacene when moving toward the edge of the surface BZ along its diagonal direction [69]. Again, it shows that one must be very careful when interpreting the band dispersion features observed in thin film geometry.

**Figure 9.** (a) Pentacene $\Gamma M'$ ARPES spectral image taken at RT mapped on the $E-K_\parallel$ plane. The band calculation results [88] are also plotted as cross marks. (b) Binding energy positions of the three valence-
band components derived through least-squares fitting of the ARPES spectra plotted as a function of the electron wavenumber parallel to the surface. The sizes of the symbols represent the intensities of the respective spectral components. The 1D-TB fitting curves for the first and second valence bands are shown as thick lines. From Ref. [85] with permission.

Many organic semiconductors show indiscernible dispersion because the Van der Waals crystal nature and weak electron wavefunction overlap, as well as the strong electron-phonon coupling [43]. Perylene (C₂₀H₁₂) is an arene compound that has two polymorphs of α-phase and β-phase [89]. Perylene derivatives can be found in commercial dyes and light emitting devices. Perylene can also form charge transfer co-crystals with tetracyanoquinodimethane that have tunable optical and electronic properties, as observed in field effect transistor applications [89].

The perylene molecule skeletal structure is shown in Figure 10a,b, which show the unit cell, containing pairs of perylene molecules that are stacked in a sandwich herringbone motif [90]. The crystal structure is monoclinic with lattice parameters \( a = 1.027 \text{ nm} \), \( b = 1.081 \text{ nm} \), \( c = 1.118 \text{ nm} \), \( \alpha = 90^\circ \), \( \beta = 100.8^\circ \), \( \gamma = 90^\circ \). It was not possible for the ARPES measurements to identify the relative orientation (i.e., \( a \) and \( b \) axes) of specific crystals, because of the crystal size. Figure 8c demonstrates the geometries of the photon excitation source and electron energy analyzer used for measurement at beamline PM4 of the BESSY II synchrotron facility (Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin) and a He ultraviolet light source at National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); the normal sample is oriented along the electron analyzer at both locations. Figure 10c also shows the bipolar coordinate system used for the presentation of the ARTOF data.

The measured photoemission intensities of several of the highest occupied levels of α-perylene are illustrated in Figure 11a,b, as a function of photoelectron emission angles in \( \theta_x \) and \( \theta_y \), as demonstrated in Figure 10c. The spectra measured in \( \theta_x \) and \( \theta_y \) emission angles (in Figure 10a,b) are combined and demonstrated in Figure 11c. In Figure 11c, the center of the HOMO “band” is found to be 1.75 eV ± 0.05 eV below the Fermi energy in all available emission angles (in Figure 10a,b). The representative 2D plots in Figure 11a,b indicate that the identification of the presence or absence of band dispersion in the α-perylene over the accessible angular range (corresponding to ±0.8 \( \text{Å}^{-1} \)) is inconclusive, although there are small variations in the intensity and width of the HOMO and HOMO-1 levels with emission angle in the ARTOF measurements. The average maximal “bandwidths” can be estimated at around 0.4 eV ± 0.1 eV and 0.7 eV ± 0.1 eV for the HOMO and HOMO-1 levels, respectively, as determined from the fullwidth at half maximum at various emission angles between ~0.1 radians and 0.1 radians. An upper limit is set for any band-like dispersion in the α-perylene electronic structure [90].

![Figure 10](image-url)
4. Organo-Metallic Perovskite Charge Transfer Crystals

Perovskite is the appellation for any materials that have the same crystal structure as calcium titanate, namely, ABX₃. Perovskites are originated from a cubic structure, where A is commonly a large cation at the body center of a cubic unit cell, B a smaller metal atom at the 8 corners of the cube, each contributing 1/8 of an atom to the unit cell, and X anions are at the middle of the 12 edges of the cube, each contributing 1/4 of an atom to the unit cell [92–94]. Some perovskites are reported as non-cubic. For example, CsPbI₃ has an orthorhombic structure at room temperature [95]. The crystal structure of BiFeO₃ multiferroic thin film is monoclinic in contrast to bulk, which is rhombohedral [96]. Organo-metallic halide perovskites, with organic A cations such as methylammonium (MA = CH₃NH₃⁺) or formamidinium (FA = CH(NH₂)₂⁺), B of group 14 metal Pb or Sn, and X of halogen elements Cl, Br, and I, X₃, which are tetragonal, have exhibited important and unique properties. In just about a decade, maximum power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) have evolved from 3.8% [97] in 2009 to 23.34% [98] in 2018. Monolithic tandem c-Si/perovskite solar cells have achieved high efficiencies above 27% [99], with a potential of above 30% [100]. Other applications of organo-metallic halide perovskites beyond just photovoltaic devices include photo detectors [101], light emitting diodes (LED) [102] and lasers [103].

Figure 11. Angle-resolved perylene HOMO using the angle resolved time of flight (ARTOF) spectrometer as a function of photoelectron emission angle in (a) θx and (b) θy. In (c), spectra integrated in θx and θy from (a,b) show the HOMO. Measurements were performed with a photon energy of 60 eV and cw laser at 473 nm. From Ref. [90] with permission.

Calculations of the electronic structure of α-perylene indicated that three bands with a molecular orbital character contribute to the HOMO region [91]. According to those results, the maximum width of the frontier α-perylene HOMO can be estimated to vary from 0.25 eV to 0.08 eV across the Brillouin zone. Compared to other organics such as pentacene or rubrene, it is somewhat weakly dispersive. The HOMO-1 “bandwidth” is found to be around 0.8 eV and this agrees well with the measured ones shown in Figure 11 [90,91].
point ($\theta = 0^\circ$). After passing through the $\Gamma$ point, the peaks show an upward dispersion and reach the minima at around 16.5$^\circ$ and 22.5$^\circ$ in $\Gamma X$ and $\Gamma M$ directions, respectively. The shifts are somewhat stronger along $\Gamma M$ direction; and 0.41 eV, 0.18 eV, 0.20 eV, and 0.73 eV in $\Gamma X$ direction, separately. It is noticeable that the shifts are somewhat stronger along $\Gamma M$ direction. All the peaks start to move back toward higher BE again as $\theta$ increases beyond the 1st BZ boundary. These results suggest the symmetry around the BZ boundaries and the $\Gamma$ point [104].

Figure 12. (a) MAPbBr$_3$ single crystal with a surface area of 6 mm × 6 mm. (b) The reciprocal lattice of the cubic MAPbBr$_3$. From Ref. [104] with permission.

Figure 13. (a) Angle-resolved energy distribution curves of MAPbBr$_3$ measured along $\Gamma X$; (b) Angle-resolved energy distributions curves of MAPbBr$_3$ measured along $\Gamma M$. The four VB peaks are denoted by arrows and bars. The inset shows the detailed fitting of VB-C and VB-D peaks. From Ref. [104] with permission.
Figure 14 shows the MAPbBr₃ energy dispersions of the four valence bands as a function of $k_{∥}$ along ΓX and ΓM directions. Figure 14 shows the energy dispersions of MAPbBr₃ of the four valence bands as a function of $k_{∥}$ along ΓX and ΓM directions. The data points are the fitted peak centers of the four valence bands at each angle calculated in k-space. However, in Figure 14, the intensities of the kinetic energy calculated in k-space are represented in different colors. The dispersion curves therefore were fitted based on the color regions. Apparently, the two fitting results are very similar [104].

![Figure 14](image-url) Energy distribution curves (EDCs) of MAPbBr₃ along ΓX and ΓM directions. The color represents the intensity of the photoemission spectrum. From Ref. [104] with permission.

By contrast, the 1st BZ boundary has a peak energy of $\sim$−2.18 eV at the X point, which is lower than that of $\sim$−1.94 eV at the M point. The experimental results are $\sim$−0.90 eV and $\sim$−1.70 eV at the M point and the X point, respectively, which agree well with the first-principles calculations [105]. It indicates that the VB is a mixture of Pb-s and Br-p orbitals [105,106], and the band features are mostly contributed by the Br-p orbitals [105,106]. Interestingly, the VBM split into two bands of VB-C and VB-D, which are at about $k_{∥}$ = 0.14 Å⁻¹ and $-0.24$ Å⁻¹ for ΓX and ΓM directions, respectively. The comparison of the DFT results from Jishi et al. [105] can explain this band splitting. From the calculation, the bandgap of the cubic MAPbBr₃ single crystal is 2.23 eV and occurs at point R (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) in the BZ. It is not possible to compare the VBM dispersions in the ΓR direction, since the crystal cannot be cleaved along this direction. However, as presented in Figure 13a, the VBM dispersion in ΓX direction is $\sim$0.56 eV, which is smaller than the measured value of 0.73 eV. The VBM dispersion in ΓM direction is $\sim$1.45 eV, which is greater than the measured one of 0.98 eV, as shown in Figure 13b. The second and third valence bands are very close to each other based on the band structure calculation. They almost have the same value, with the VBM at the vicinity of the Γ point in both directions. The average dispersions of the two bands are $\sim$0.14 eV and $\sim$0.2 eV, which are comparable with the 0.20 eV and 0.40 eV of VB-C in ΓX and ΓM directions, respectively. As a result, these two bands could contribute to the VB-C, and share the same $k_{∥}$ value with VB-D near the Γ point [104].

The calculated value of the hole mobility from the band structure is similar to some reports, which are from 19.4 to 56.1 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ by photoluminescence measurements [107], and 24.0 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ from dark current-voltage measurements [108]. Other results such as 217 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ and 206 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ are from time-of-flight (TOF) measurements [101], which demonstrate larger values than the measurement results. Shi et al. [109] used Hall effect measurements and TOF measurements to obtain the mobility of the same sample. The results are 20 to 60 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ and 115 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹, respectively. The higher TOF measurement than those from other methods can be attributed to the distribution of mobility.
In other words, TOF measurement gives the highest mobility to carriers. Meanwhile, the DFT results indicated a necessity to have the largest VBM dispersion for the \( \Gamma R \) direction, which may result in the lowest effective mass and highest hole mobility. Refrained by the restriction of the cleaving technique, the dispersions along this direction could not be measured. It is also possible that the hole mobility is underestimated because it is too complicated to fully present the structure of perovskite single crystal with the TB approximation fitting.

In Niesner et al.’s work, they found out the giant Rashba splitting in MAPbBr\(_3\) single crystals and confirmed the presence of the strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in both orthorhombic and cubic phases [110]. Normally, the presence of SOC is stronger in conduction band than in valence band [105,111,112]. However, in both \( \Gamma X \) and \( \Gamma M \) directions, they did not observe a clear Rashba splitting around the VBM or its effect on the largest band dispersions. The lower limit drift mobility of the holes in perovskite single crystals were revealed by these observations. In practical cases, because of the interfacial characteristics between perovskite and other layers, the transport behavior of the real devices may be more complicated. The effective mass and carrier mobility also play a significant role for a fair evaluation for the possibility to apply the perovskite material as a future channel material, to achieve high speed performances in field effect transistors [104].

More recently, ARPES measurements [113] on prototypical organo-metallic perovskites (MAPbBr\(_3\) and methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI\(_3\)) were performed and compared, that revealed the band dispersion in two high-symmetry directions and identified the global valence band maxima. Given these benchmark data, photoemission spectra from polycrystalline thin film samples were constructed, and the consistency of relating the energy level alignment was discussed in perovskite-based photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications with their functional parameters [114–116].

Figure 15a–c displays the as-obtained ARPES spectra as a function of \( k_{\parallel} \) for MAPbBr\(_3\) and Figure 15d–f demonstrates that for MAPbI\(_3\) [114]. In order to improve the visualization of electronic bands and their dispersion, the 2D curvature method was used to analyze the ARPES spectra [117]. These treated ARPES data seem sharper, which helps to track the \( k \) dependent peak positions and creates more space for a straightforward comparison with the DFT-calculated band structure. In ARPES measurements, the electron wave vector component perpendicular to the surface (\( k_{\perp} \)) is not conserved, and the \( k_{\perp} \) resolution is dependent on the photoelectron kinetic energy. Therefore, one needs to take into consideration whether the measurements can meet the experimental conditions within the so-called band structure regime (i.e., information about the \( k_{\perp} \) position within the BZ is retained), and DFT calculations can have a more accurate use in assigning the probed directions. For both perovskite crystals, it was shown that there was a wide dispersions of the top valence bands (VBs) along the two principal directions. In accordance with the calculated band structures when dispersion along \( \Gamma X \) is minimal, such observation can be matched best by assuming these to be the XM and XR momentum directions of the bulk BZ. In fact, good overall agreements are clearly presented between theory and experiment (see Figure 15a–c), by overlaying the calculated bands along the XM and XR directions with the photoemission data. According to the above assignment of directions, the determination of a lattice parameter can be attributed to the periodicity of the ARPES data from MAPbBr\(_3\) in Figure 15a, \( a_{\text{ARPES}} = 5.56 \pm 0.29 \) Å [114].

Hole effective mass is one key parameter for charge transport properties, \( m_{\text{e}}^* \), which is deduced for MAPbBr\(_3\) to be \( 0.25 \pm 0.08 \)\( m_0 \) near R (in the XR direction), and \( 0.30 \pm 0.15 \)\( m_0 \) near M. For MAPbI\(_3\). Due to the feature of the structure where the top of the VB would appear along \( \Gamma Z \), and the intensity was not observed, it is not apparent to see the notable contributions of the tetragonal structure to the photoemission spectra. The lattice parameter determined from the periodicity along XM amounts to \( 5.97 \pm 0.18 \) Å, which is perfectly correspondent with the lattice parameter of the cubic phase. In line with the theoretical results, the VBM is found to be located at R [118]. Moreover, another consistent with the calculated ones for the cubic structure (0.6 and 1.1 eV, respectively) is clearly seen, with the topmost VB widths being 0.6 eV (XM) and 1.0 eV (XR). Differences between ARPES and DFT are revealing for some of the higher BE bands. Most notably is that the experimental data does not show the
(as can be seen best in the curvature spectra) four calculated bands just below the top VBs. It remains unknown why this deviation occurs. One of the possible reasons is related to matrix element effects given the polarization of the incident light, which can potentially modify the measured photoelectron intensity [119]. While calculations were performed for an infinite bulk, a structural difference may also appear between the sample surface and bulk as the cubic structure could be confined to the near-surface region in experiment. Other measurements, however, seem not to suffer as much from the above-mentioned effects [115,116].

![Figure 15. ARPES k-space 2D curvature band maps. Top row: MAPbBr₃ single crystal along the (a) XM and (b) XR high-symmetry directions. Bottom row: MAPbI₃ single crystal along the (d) XM and (e) XR high-symmetry directions. In all plots, corresponding DFT-calculated bands are shown with light blue lines (shifted in energy to match experimental band positions). A zoom into the topmost VB along the XR direction is given in (c) for MAPbBr₃ and in (f) for MAPbI₃. Fitting the VB edge regions with parabolic curves (green lines) yields a hole effective mass near R of ∼0.25 ± 0.05 m₀ for MAPbBr₃ and ∼0.50 ± 0.10 m₀ for MAPbI₃. From Ref. [114] with permission.]

To learn more precisely the band structure, one must consider that the electron wave vector component perpendicular to the surface (kₜ) is not conserved in ARPES experiments, as the emitted electrons experience a potential step V₀ across the surface, as illustrated in Equation (2). ARPES measurements on MAPbI₃ single crystal surface with synchrotron radiation have been performed to obtain V₀ by measuring the momentum component kₜ at different photon energies [120]. Figure 16 demonstrates the photon energy dependence of normal emission spectra for a cleaved MAPbI₃ single crystal, wherein the binding energy is measured from the Fermi level and the photoemission intensities are normalized to the synchrotron ring current. The BE of top valence band peak is about 2.38 eV when hν is 15 eV. As the photon energy increases, the top valence band peak moves to the higher BE region, and shifts back at hν = 23 eV. The similar behavior of turning back of the top valence band peak is also seen from hν = 29 to 60 eV. The total shift of top valence band peak is about 0.2 eV, which is comparable with commonly observed for kₜ dependence in organic thin films with the relaxation energy on hole caused by synchrotron radiation [8]. The energy band dispersion can explain the BE shift of the top valence band.
2.38 eV when $h\nu$ is 15 eV. As the photon energy increases, the top valence band peak moves to the higher BE region, and shifts back at $h\nu = 23$ eV. The similar behavior of turning back of the top valence band peak is also seen from $h\nu = 29$ to 60 eV. The total shift of top valence band peak is about 0.2 eV, which is comparable with commonly observed for $k_\perp$ dependence in organic thin films with the relaxation energy on hole caused by synchrotron radiation.

Figure 16. (Color online) Photon energy $h\nu$ dependence of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy with synchrotron radiation (SR-ARPES) spectra along the surface normal direction for cleaved MAPbI$_3$ single crystal surface. The binding energy is referred to the Fermi level position. From Ref. [120] with permission.

Figure 16 depicts two additional peaks above top valence band in the spectrum with $h\nu = 50$ eV, directly indicating the Auger electrons originated from I 4d. According to the band dispersion measurements perpendicular to the substrate with tuning photon energy, the surface normal components of the wave vector $k_\perp$ of the photo-excited electron in the solid is given by Equation (6). By applying the assumptions of direct inter-band transitions, a free electron parabolic band in a constant $V_0$, and free electron mass $m_0$ for the final state [9], $V_0$ from the $h\nu$ dependence of the photoemission intensity can be calculated, as shown in Figure 17a [8,120].
In MAPbI$_3$ single crystal, the nearly flat band in the region that is close to $\Gamma$ point is confirmed from calculation [118], and the experiments as very small band dispersion [116]. It is expected that at Brillouin zone center ($\Gamma$ point), and at boundaries, the density of states of parabolic final states have maxima, as shown in Figure 17a (right panel). Figure 17a (left panel) shows that the maxima of valence...
band intensities are seen at photon energies with $\sim 21$ eV, $\sim 40$ eV and $\sim 55$ eV as shown, which are considered to come from the density of states at the final state, and is correspondent to the energies above the vacuum level of 13 eV, 33 eV and 48 eV, respectively. From these results, $V_0$ is estimated to be $\sim -3$ eV. In Figure 17b, a comparison can be seen between calculated top valence band dispersion curve along $\Gamma X$ direction by calculations, using Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP), TB model and the experimental results plotted using Equation (6) with the inner potential $V_0$ of $\sim -3$ eV. By calculating the lattice constant $a_\perp$ to be chosen as 6.25 Å, a good agreement can be achieved. This confirms that the surface structure of MAPbI$_3$ single crystal at 300 K is dominated by a cubic phase, as indicated by the takeoff angle dependence of photoelectron spectra [116,120].

5. Final Remarks

In this article, we reviewed angle resolved photoemission studies on the electronic band structures of organic single crystals. It means to illustrate the band structure dependence on the structural properties of the organic materials, that is the key to the understanding of their characteristics. ARPES investigations have generated significant insight of the fundamental processes of organic crystals. As in inorganic materials, the formation of electronic bands is mainly from the overlapping of the wavefunctions of the outermost electrons (valence electrons) of the atoms and molecules. However, in contrast to the strong s-p electron overlapping in most inorganic crystals, in organic conductors and semiconductors, the necessary overlapping is provided by the pi-conjugated electrons that depend strongly on the molecular packing, often resulting in highly anisotropic 1D band dispersions and providing evidence of interesting physical phenomena, such as spinons, holons, and polarons. In organo-metallic perovskite halides, on the other hand, again strong s-p orbitals from the metal and halide form the valence band, whose dispersion is similar to those in inorganic materials and possesses the 3D symmetry of perovskite. Many organic semiconductors show none-discriminable dispersion, because the Van der Waals crystal nature and weak electron wavefunction overlap, as well as the strong electron-phonon coupling. One may expect that more systematic studies on the electronic band structures of organic crystals and more tools that probe the materials will be applied in the future, and a more complete picture of the electronic structure in organic crystals can be expected to emerge as a result.
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